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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES 
Wednesday, April 22, 2020 

2-4 p.m. 
Virtual: Meeting ID: 335 433 792 Password: 515662 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Attendees:  Mary Farrell, Jenny Fielding, Gladys Gomez, Debra LaValley, Heather Mores,  

    Sheila Muller Tricia Portanova, Kelly Sullivan, and Linda Buckley – Note taker 
 
Chair Muller called the meeting to order at 2:14 pm.  The minutes of the April 1st meeting were 
approved with a motion presented by Jenny Fielding and seconded by Debra LaValley. 
 
Update from Chair: 
The Standing Committees Chairs have been asked to update their rosters and submit a list of 
vacancies, and those with continuing memberships.  The following people are up for reelection:  
Jenny Fielding, Kelly Sullivan, Gladys Gomez, and Trish Portanova.  All have agreed to continue 
membership with the exception of Trish Portanova.  Chair expressed her gratitude to Trish for 
her participation and contributions to our committee. 
 
The survey for the upcoming election is similar to last year. It will be sent out on Thursday, with 
a response deadline for the end of April.   
ACA Forum 
 
On April 29th, the ACA forum will occur in conjunction with the President’s General Staff Meeting.  
The ACA will have half the time in order to have an update from Committee Chairs, along with a 
question and answer period from our constituencies.  Lane, Bill Heineman, and Mike McCarthy 
will be invited to attend, in order to hear the latest college information surrounding the budget, 
updates related to the summer semester, and other issues. Ernie Greenslade may be asked to be 
the monitor in order to field the questions. Chair noted that the BOT may have to ask for another 
increase, following the recent passing of fee increases at the last BOT meeting, due to lack of 
revenue and the deficit. 
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Questions were noted concerning the possibility of lay-offs and continuing to work remotely 
during the summer. It was noted that many open positions will not be filled.  For instance, of the 
10 open positions in Student Affairs, only two, the Dean of Students and Director of Admissions, 
will be filled.  However, much is unknown, since there may be increased enrollment by students 
who may not be returning to four-year colleges in the fall and wish to enroll in a bridge semester. 
 
ACA Line budget 
Chair has had a conversation with Lane regarding removing the ACA budget from the President’s 
budget, making it a line budget for ACA.  Discussion was had surrounding a $40.00 stipend for 
Adjunct faculty.  Lane thought this was a great idea, but was afraid of setting precedents in the 
future for such events as graduation.  Chair asked members to relay information to her if they 
had any knowledge of other colleges doing this. The cost of having one adjunct per committee, a 
total of 25 committee meetings, would amount to approximately $1800 for one year.  More 
information and more data is needed in order for Lane to agree to think about it. On the other 
hand, it was noted that if we pay adjuncts, we may be undermining more full-time faculty 
members. 
 
Unused funds 
Chair will talk to Allison Dolan-Wilson regarding the use of an Enterprise Fund under institutional 
Advancement, which would allow us to keep money that was not spent. 
This may be a conversation to keep in mind for next year. 
 
Chair encouraged everyone to continue to use the ACA email address when corresponding in 
order to have accurate record keeping. 
 
With no further issues, the meeting was adjourned at 3:01 pm with a motion presented by  
Jenny Fielding and seconded by Debra LaValley. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Respectfully submitted by Linda Buckley.                   April 23, 2020 


